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Executive Summary 

Last week with the S&P 500 up 1% for the week, while the DOW, NAZ/NDX were up 1.4% and 2%/1.3%, respectively 

we couldn’t find too bearish going on. In addition, we were still looking for a “Major 3 top at SPX 2140-2190 with an 

ideal target of SPX 2170.” And “Primary V is still targeted for SPX 2300.”.  

However, after this week were are forced to turn the tables. The major 3, 4, 5 count has been abandoned and instead 

we will now count the SPX 2116 as major 1 of Primary V (preferred count) or as major c of Primary IV (alternate 

count). The former means we could see price ultimately drop to SPX 1995-1960 for major 2 before major 3 kicks in. 

The latter count means we’ll see a low below SPX 1867 before Primary V takes us MUCH higher (2500+). We favor 

the bullish count over the bearish count 60:40, and it should lead to SPX 2400+ ultimately. 

Why change to these counts?” we hear you ask. That’s a very legitimate question and the answer is many fold. In 

this update we will detail all this, and look at the regular charts to see what’s in store next. To that extend the charts 

tell us that we should expect a possible marginal lower low first (low SPX 2000s), though not necessary, and that at 

the very least a trade-able bounce (30+ points on the SPX) is due within the next 1-2 days first. Market breadth has 

reached our buy zone and is set up to give a good buy signal. CPCE is at a whopping 0.98: 3rd highest reading in over 

3+ years. Such high readings coincide as well with immediately pending bottoms or a bounce first with a marginal 

lower low before the market rallies to new highs.  

 

Based on the two diametrically opposed possible wave counts we advise to be 

prudently cautious. However, analyses of all other charts tell us to be ready to 

buy. 
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Elliot wave update: preferred count 

Uptil last week our preferred count was tracking very well. This week things changed, and changed so much by 

Thursday that we have to search for new counts. The count in Figure 1 is now our preferred count: Major 1 peaked 

at SPX 2116, after a 5-wave rally from the SPX 1872 low. Price is now in Major 2 targeting low 2000s to high 1900s. 

More about that later.  

So, why did things change so much that we had to abandon our preferred count? 1) The decline off the SPX 2116 

well-surpassed our preferred intermediate iv target zone: SPX 2078-2093, with a max allowable low of SPX 2064, 

forcing us to switch to the Major 3, 4 (large white 1, 2, 3 numbers). For that count we had a max allowable low of 

SPX 2030 in place; 38.2% retrace of the old major 3 at SPX 2116 (yellow Fib). The S&P500 also violated that price 

level and as such cannot be in major 4 anymore (too deep of a retrace for a 4th wave).  

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: Major 1 topped at SPX 2116, now in Major 2. First target SPX 2012 before bounce. 

 

Using Fib-extensions typical for c-waves we find that the 1.382x extension targets SPX 2022 and the 1.618x extension 

targets SPX 2012 (green Fib-extensions). Given the evidence presented on page 9-12 we then anticipate at least a 

large bounce to SPX 2050-2075, with an ideal target of SPX 2065. After that we then anticipate a marginal lower low 

to SPX 1995-1965 area for major 2. This is the ideal view of the market, but it is not necessary. The market can very 

well bottom rather soon (next 1-2 days) and take off like a rocket next. 

 

How high can Primary V go? Ideally it will target: SPX 2400+ 
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Elliot wave update: alternate count 

Given all the subsequent violations of our downside price target levels, from which we expected new highs would 

materialize, as well as the evidence presented on page 4-6 using the NYA, WLSH5000, and RUT: violating cardinal 

Elliot Wave rules we recognize an alternate count is at play. This is that the market peaked for (yellow) Major b of 

Primary IV last week. This count is now shown on the DOW (Figure 2). B-waves always consist of 3 waves: a, b, c. The 

c-wave of the B-wave often consists of 5 waves. Hence, why we can count the advance off the late-September low 

to the recent high as a “5-waves c-wave.”: it was intermediate c of major b, consisting of 5 (green) minor waves. 

Figure 2. DOW hourly chart: major b of Primary IV completed. Now in minor a of intermediate a of Major c 

 

With this count we now have the market completing (green) minor a of intermediate a of major c. We anticipate 

with this count a minor b bounce soon before minor c takes price down to new lows. So far this price-action matches 

exactly the preferred count. After, the two counts will deviate as the preferred count anticipates major 3, while the 

alternate count anticipates intermediate c of major c. 

How low can primary IV go? Using the c=a relationship we can anticipate $15,000 on the DOW and $1,850 on the 

SPX. 
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Elliot wave update: why this cannot be major 1, 2, 3 

Since early October, as you know, we’ve questioned the August 28 high as major 1, September 29 low as Major 2, 

count because of the NYA and WLSH (see October 3 Weekend update, page 7: here). Instead we counted the 

September 29 low as Primary IV low. Now the market has added additional evidence to those facts presented 6 

weeks ago. Namely: on the NYA the possible wave 4 has overlapped wave 1. This is not allowed in Elliot wave, nor 

in Objective Elliot Wave and as such the major 1,2,3,4 count is off the table (Red crosses through large black 1,2,3) 

Figure 3. NYA daily chart: violated 2nd rule of Elliot wave: wave 4 cannot overlap wave 1 

 

On Thursday we then presented the new preferred count on the NYA: the recent high could have been major 1. 

Price can now drop to around $9,980 (the 62% retrace) before we also need to question this count.   
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https://investingintelligent.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/weekend-update-10320151.pdf
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Early October we already showed that the WLSH5000 traded on September 29 below the August 25 low ((see 

October 3 Weekend update, page 7: here). Since wave 2 can NEVER go below the start of wave 1, the August 28 high 

cannot have been a wave 1. Period. End of story! Hence, the red cross through the white 1 (Figure 4). In addition, 

the WLSH is now mere pennies away from overlapping with that high.  

Figure 4. WLSH daily chart: Late-September low below late-August low: wave 2 can NEVER go below start wave 1! 

 

 

Given that we can count 5 waves up off the September 29 low, and given that we are still in a bull market until 

proven otherwise, we prefer to count the recent high as major 1. In the WLSH chart we can see there’s good S/R at 

the blue lines, which coincide with the white Fib-extension –especially the 161.8%- as good targets for the current 

decline.  
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Lastly, let us take a look at the RUT (Russell 2000 small cap): ouch, what a mess is all we can say. There’s no 5-waves 

up to be seen anywhere. No wave 1, no wave 2, no wave 3. Nothing. Now since the RUT is a specialized index and 

not a general large index as the NYA or the entire stock market like the WLSH, we don’t weight it as much. However, 

the weight of the observable evidence tells us that 3 indices do not support a major 1, 2, 3.  

Figure 5. RUT daily chart: what a mess… 
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SPX update 

With that squared away, we can now return to our regular show . We start once again with our price only chart, 

and observe that price broke through the 2nd S/R zone and stalled right at the bulls’ last stand: the blue horizontal 

line. If this fails the 3rd S/R zone at SPX 1975-2000 is on tap (green arrow). That simple, and all there is to it.  

Figure 6. SPX daily price-only chart: 2nd S/R broken. 3rd S/R in tap if blue-line S fails 
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Our daily TI chart doesn’t look much happier than the price-only chart. We can observe that all TIs are pointing down, 

wanting to see lower prices. In addition the Bollinger Bands are starting to expand: the downside has strength. 

However, the RSI5 is now very oversold, but oversold can always become more oversold, and the daily TIs simple 

show no sign of a turn yet. The blue Fib-retrace levels show where we expect the major 2 low, if that’s the correct 

count, between SPX 2022-1964 (38.2-62% retrace). The upper range means we need to say the market move up on 

Monday. The lower range means we can still see lower prices first, as outlined on page 2 and 7. Note that the A.I. 

and FSTO are not yet in at the levels, set up from which an ideal buy/long signal can be generated as in early October. 

We regret we were not disciplined enough to follow the A.I. buy signal all the way through to the sell signal on 

Monday. We lacked discipline.  From here on we’ll adhere to it much better when it comes to actual trading! 

Figure 7 SPX daily TI charts: All TIs are pointing down wanting to see lower prices. Getting very oversold! 

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 

Buy/long Sell/short 
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Market breadth  

NYMO has now entered out “buy-zone” by ending two days in a row below -60, as well as closing two days in a row 

outside the lower Bollinger band. If history is any guide it will mean that on the 3rd or latest the 4th day a big up day 

will follow. See for example the August and December 2014 lows, and the August 2015 low (red circles). Note that 

at the recent August 25 low, NYMO had closed 3 consecutive days below the lower BB, whereas during the August 

2014 low price bounced 1 day, made marginal lower lows over the next 3 days and then took off to make new highs. 

In December 2014 price instantly took off. Hence, this tells us that a bottom is most likely in to very close. 

Figure 8. NYMO: has entered “buy” zone. Its setup suggest a bottom close. NYSI: sell signal since Wednesday 11/12. 

 

In the NYSI (summation index of NYMO) chart we can observe that on Wednesday, November 12 a sell-signal 

occurred: NYSI crossed its 34d EMA from above. With NYMO clearly negative NYSI will continue to fall and its RSI5 

value will at the current rate hit oversold levels within the next 2-3 days. From there buy-signals can then be 

generated. 

Buy-able 

Buy 
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Zweig breadth dropped below 40% over the past 2 days and as such we need to monitor it again for a thrust event 

(ZBT), though we got recently on October 7 (Figure 9), which many already seem to have forgotten. However, thrust 

events are rare: during this bull we’ve had one in March 2009, one October 2011, and one October 2013. Prior to 

that was May 2004 after a 20+ year drought of no signals. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that no thrust event will 

happen this time, which is also exemplified in Figure 9 showing 6 prior readings <40% over the past 16 months of 

which thus only 1 led to a thrust event. But, stranger things have happened and as such we must monitor: ZB need 

to get above 61.5% latest November 27. Note that after each of the 4 aforementioned ZBTs the market rose 

significantly longer terms (months to years) prior to any serious correction:  

 May 2004: 45% in 3 years 

 March 2009: 33% in 1 year, 75% in 2 years 

 October 2011: 27% in 6 months, 55% to next ZBT 

 October 2013: 24% in 18 months 

 October 2015: ? 

We don’t want to go further back in time as the characteristics of each bull and bear market are in our opinion too 

different to allow for a fair apples to apples comparison. Bottom line, ZBTs (during this bull and over the past 11 

years) have always coincided with significant upside longer term, as ZBTs are mostly associated with kick-off waves: 

1st waves. This fits thus with our preferred count of Major 1 completed. 

Figure 9. Zweig breadth: below 40%: bottom levels and from which Thrust events can happen, but this time not likely. 
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We also want to show the Bullish Percent Index charts for the DOW and SPX over the past 10 years. What we can 

observe is for the DOW the BPI raced from 17 (its lowest reading since the 2009 low (!) ) to 90 two weeks ago. During 

the past 10 years both occasions with readings from <30 to 90+ resulted in long term bulls.  

The BPI for the SPX did not reach as high, but it went from <30 to >70 as such giving a “bull confirmed” signal. 

Currently neither index is even on a “bull-correction” signal (I will spare you the details), nor a “bear alert” signal. 

Neither are the NYA, COMPQ (not shown). All four indices are still in “bull confirmed” signals. The only index 

deviating is the NDX, which gave a “bear alert” on Friday. Hence, the weight of the observable evidence from the 

BPI charts, which are based on Point & Finger (P&F) charts, favors a continued bull market. Of course this can change 

in the upcoming days, but we can only work with what we can observe. Not with what we think it will be. 

Figure 10. BPI: INDU, SPX still 100% bullish. So are NYA & COMPQ (not shown). NDX on “bear alert (not shown) 
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Miscellaneous. 

Lastly, after so many chart, we want to show you one more chart. Our contrarian indicator as it spiked to a whopping 

0.98 on Friday: Figure 11. It is the 3rd highest reading in over 3 years (!). Readings like this (>0.95) have since 2011 

always foretold of a pending bottom (vertical dotted lines). Either directly (within 1-2 days), or after a significant 

bounce followed by a marginal lower low (see for example recent August low). Regardless, this much put-options 

tell us that almost all traders are betting on continued downside; that’s a very crowded side to be on…  

Bottom line: the CPCE reading tells us a bottom is near and that we can at least expect a decent bounce before a 

marginal lower low. Both types of market behavior support our major 1, 2 count. 

Figure 11. BPI: INDU, SPX still 100% bullish. So are NYA & COMPQ (not shown). NDX on “bear alert (not shown) 
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Conclusion 

Based on the weight of observable evidence among several key indices and applying the strict and cardinal Elliot 

wave rules about 2nd and 4th waves, we are forced to change our EW-counts and leading POV of the markets. We 

now favor a “major 1 of Primary V high at SPX 2116 and Major 2 underway” count vs a “major c of Primary IV 

underway” count 60:40. Note that thus the latter count is not off the table.  

However, the observable evidence of many market breadth indicators and the put call ratio tell us a trade-able 

bottom is in or very close. According to these charts we can expect, at a minimum, a strong bounce followed by a 

marginal low before a much stronger rally will take hold 

 

Based on the two diametrically opposed possible wave counts we advise to be 

prudently cautious. However, analyses of all other charts tell us to be ready to 

buy. 
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